Our goal at Philips Healthcare is to provide the clinical education you need to make the most of your equipment investment.

With that in mind, we are pleased to offer an e-learning curriculum focusing on the Philips iU22 Ultrasound System. The aim of this comprehensive nine-part series is to provide the Physician/Sonographer with a comprehensive bundle of courses at an exceptional value.

These ASRT-accredited learning modules are self-paced tutorials consisting of enlightening content and colorful images. There are no prerequisites for this course. You may take all nine courses or choose the specific ones that suit your needs:

- System Overview
- Annotations and Using Analysis
- 2D Image Optimization
- Color Doppler Imaging
- System Setups
- Spectral Doppler
- Analysis Setup and OB
- Review and Image Management
- iCommand

Purchase the educational series directly from the Philips Learning Center by clicking Register Today.

Philips courses are designed to educate customers on the leading edge technologies specific to each system and application. In today’s healthcare climate, it is critical to use your ultrasound system to its fullest potential.

For questions about classes or purchasing call: 1-800-522-7022